
convention may resolve
unfinished business

the alaska federation of natives is a large complex organization
it has a small staff and a far flung board comprised ofdiverse interests
whose members arcare always on the go trying to maintain both a good
defense and a good offense in the service of native rights AFNs plat-

ter is perpetually full some days are much longer than others

between conventions AFNs strategy is managed by the board
which has essentially three moving pansparts these are the subgroupssub groups
comprised of representatives of native regional corporations native
nonprofitnon profit associations and villages for the most part these three

groups function as a whole sometimes they address topics separately

if they are most immediately related to the function of the groupssgroupsgroup ss
members outside their AFN role

during the last 121412 14 months several issues haveafisenhave arisen which may
spark discussion at this years convention about how AFN policy is

made and implemented between annual meetings
just prior to last years convention the human resources and

legislative committees of the AFN board adopted a resolution call-

ing on the bureau of indian affairs to continue contracting with nat-

ive nonprofitnon profit associations to provide federal programs instead of
contracting with tribes while still finding ways to give tribes greater
say over disposition of contracting funds this provoked the ire of
tribes who feel some nonprofitnon profit regional associations are trying to
maintain their own power bases and bureaucracies using funds ear-
marked for tribes who want to break away from the non profits and
provide their own services tribes charged they were not consulted by
AFN and are not adequately represented on its board

after hours of debate the AFN board voted in june to support
opening the arctic national wildlife refuge to oil development this
issue deeply divides several AFN members and their regions along
cultural political and economic lines As such it would have been

more in character for AFN to set it aside in the interests of unity on
broader issues

some native village corporations were upset when regional nat-

ive corporations persuaded congress to prohibit sharing of certain
revenues under section 7iai of the alaska native claims settlement
act which would have bolstered village economies while the merits

of the village position may be debated and will continue to be de-
bated in court the refusal of alaskasalanskas congressional delegation to
extend even the courtesy of a hearing was an alarming development

although AFN officially took no sides some village leaders feel AFN

tacitly supported the regional measure by not sharing crucial informa-
tion with village corporation members about the timing of congres-

sional action it raised questions aboutabort the ability of the orgaorganizationnivationnizationnization

to effectively represent widely divergent perspectives and whether
the excellent access to alaskasalanskas congressionalcongresiional delegation enjoyed by
some AFN members regional corporations non profits is essentially

hindering access by smaller less well financed village corporations
and tribes

AFN staff recently participated in meetings with national indian
organizations to strategize ways to save funding for native american
programs much of it targeted for tribal proprogramsgrains this and the rela-
tively low profile of the alaska intertribalinter tribal council the statewide

tribal consortium in recent months again raises questions about who
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is willing able and authorized to

represent alaska tribes only some

of whom belong to AFN
resolving these issues is no

simple matter even under the best
of circumstances adding to the
challenge current procedures pro-
vide that resolutions introduced at

AWAFN annual meetings be rigor-
ously screened ahead of time
convention rules and timeframestimeframes
arearc tight making it very difficult
to challenge or redirectre direct policy
from the floor this makes for a
more efficient meeting which has
its advantages it remains to be
seen if it affords alaska natives
an adequate forum in which to
nurture the cohesion and consen-
sus needed to deal effectively with
common enemies and to deal
with unfinished organizational
business


